
3 Simple Makeup Looks you can do Everyday 

As a makeup lover, we are spoilt with choices. From traditional bridal makeup to everyday make up 

looks, the options become boundless with beautiful colors and finishes to create an impact. Often times 

however, the endless options can create a dilemma. What goes with what? Matte or glossy? Worry not. 

We are here to help ease the indecisiveness with 5 everyday make up looks that are perfect for day to 

day wear. 

SIMPLE NO MAKE- UP MAKE UP LOOK  

Ease your 7am hassles and create a look that hides your stressful dark circles for a natural looking 

beautiful transformation.  Embrace your natural beauty. 

 Prime 

Primer not only extends the life of your makeup but also smoothens the textures on your face to make 

the foundation last longer. It creates the perfect canvas for product application and restricts your 

makeup from creasing. 

 COLOR CORRECTION 

Hide all your imperfections, under eye circles and eye bags with the right color on the color wheel. 

Choose a medium peach tone to camouflage dark circles, a green concealer to cancel redness and a 

yellow concealer to even out discoloration. 

 MATTE FOUNDATION 

use a matte foundation all over your face and blend with a makeup blender. For a long lasting look that 

keeps you looking gorgeous all day, wet your make up blender and squeeze out all the water before 

using it to dab the foundation generously on your skin. 

 PRIME YOUR LIDS 

This makeup step often gets overlooked but when done correctly; it can transform your whole face. 

Priming your lids with a good moisturizing primer smoothens eye make-up application. 

 NUDE SHADOW 

Colors are irresistible when it comes to eye makeup but a nude shadow can give you richer, natural 

looking eyes. Choose your favorite nude from your nude eye shadow palette and wash your lids with a 

generous touch. Add a deeper brown or peach if you want to add some extra magic and shade in your 

crease. Follow with a lighter shade on your brow bone and create a highlighting effect for the complete 

look. 

 BROWN EYELINER 
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Subtle and simple, brown eyeliners add a natural softness to your eyes in comparison to the classic black 

option. Dot your lash lines with the liner and connect them using the same brush.  

 DEFINE YOUR BROWS 

a good eyebrow defines your bone structure and adds definition to your face. Use a good brow tool box 

and shape your brows before going in with a color that matches your natural brow hair and fill in your 

brows for a fuller look. 

 MASCARA 

Since your makeup is simple, add some drama with thick voluminous lashes. A generous coating or two 

of mascara will surely make you look appealing. 

 LIPSTICK 

Complete your look with your favorite nude lipstick 

You can opt from a wide range of colors like warm peach, light pink or cold browns to turn heads. You 

can also add a dollop of gloss in the center of your mouth to make your lips appear fuller and dewy. 

YOUTHFUL LOOK 

Are you looking for a makeup look that keeps you glowing without the hassle of using too many 

products? Then this is the look for you.  

 PRIMER 

For a crease free look, apply primer on your face after the moisturizer and let it sit for a few minutes 

before you apply your foundation. 

 COLOR CORRECTIO  

Hide all your imperfections with color correctors as per your requirement. Choose a medium 

peach color corrector to cover dark circles; green to cancel redness and a yellow conceal to 

even out discoloration.  

 FOUNDATION 

Use an illuminating foundation for the good glowy-dewy skin that looks highly radiant with zero efforts. 

Use a wet makeup blender and squeeze a thin layer of the foundation to dab on your skin. 

 UNDER EYES 

After concealing your dark circles, use a concealer that’s a shade lighter than your skin tone to brighten 

up your under eyes. This will make you look fresh and well slept. 



 BLUSH 

The game changer product, blush adds a lovely flush to your cheeks that make you appear energized 

and radiant. Dust a peachy blush on your cheeks and voila, your youth is blushing back at you. 

 TWO TONED NUDE EYE 

Begin with a nude shade and blend it well on your lids. Now add a pink eye shadow to your crease and 

blend it in with the nude eye shadow. 

 LIPS 

Add a coat of pink or mauve lip color to your lips to complete the look 

MODERN GLOSSY LIDS & LIPS 

From the runways to wedding functions, glossy makeup is back from the 2000s to take us back to the 

nostalgic charm. 

 EYE PRIMER 

Use a primer to avoid your eye lid make from creasing. 

 LIDS 

Begin with a nude eye shadow and generously color correct your lids. Now add your favorite candy 

color, an orange or pink for the splash of color on your lids and blend well. 

 GLOSS 

Don’t be afraid to experiment. Take a clear lip gloss and lightly apply it on your lids, over the eye 

shadow. Use a very small amount so your eye makeup doesn’t clump up. 

 MASCARA 

In this makeup look, the eyes take the center stage. Add a generous coating of mascara after curling 

your lashes with eye lash color for the perfect flutter. 

 LIP  

Use a satin finish lipstick or a matte lipstick in your favorite shade matching your eye lid shadow color 

and add a generous amount of lip-gloss for the glass effect. 

 


